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CHEAT

Trustworthy tracking
set up guide cheat sheet
Use this reference sheet to guide you to my top tracking implementation guides
(or send to your developer for a helping hand)
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PHONE TRACKING:
There are a number
of local providers
available. Search for
local area phone
tracking providers.
FOOTFALL:
Use a people
counting sensor
like VCount
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Ensure set up of custom,
UTM Tracked links.
Shorten if desired using
branded URL shortener.
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GOOGLE ADS &
YOUTUBE:
See online guide
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WEBSITE, LANDING PAGES, CONTENT MARKETING:
Basic: Google Analytics. Quantcast
Intermediate: Heap.io, MixPanel, Amplitude
LEAD MAGNETS:
Email service provider, website CMS or
Google Analytics

Do you have any of the same data points at the top and
bottom of your funnel?
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Wash them together for deeper insights (Excel or Google
Sheets is fine for this if you're doing it for the first time)
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Note - you don't often
need all of these
systems but the one
that makes the most
sense for your
business structure
and maturity level.
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All as per the guides linked in the "Engagement" section above.
If you reach a high level of maturity and are interested in deep
diving further, I recommend considering Social Media Sentiment
analysis.

Now that you know what tracking you need, it's time to
ask your developer or tagging expert to implement it
(or you can DIY using the tutorials above)!

GET TRACKING

